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THE NEWSLETTER ABOUT GIANT STEPS
SCHOOL AND THERAPY CENTRE FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL‐AGED CHILDREN
WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER

Kids with autism take small steps
Because of you...

giant leaps

Here at Giant Steps, it’s all about intervention and integration ‐ building the skills and abilities of
children with autism through specialized academic and life skills programs, providing therapy to
help them cope with the complex challenges of autism, and integrating them into their
neighbourhood schools where they learn and play with typically developing children.
This year, we have finished renovations on our calming centre and library. In all our academic and
therapy departments, we now boast wonderful new tools, resources and technology that are
helping our kids make gains in every developmental area.
To our friends, volunteers and donors, we thank you for your support. Your generosity is enabling
children with Autism Spectrum Disorder!

A major gift from The Bridle Bash Foundation
provides amazing opportunities

A

A grant of $100,000 from The Bridle Bash Foundation has
transformed our largest room into an autism-friendly resource
centre full of technology. On May 14, Giant Steps’ guests,
families, staff and Board of Directors were thrilled to celebrate its
opening with our special friends from the Foundation. Their gift
is the largest single grant ever received here at Giant Steps!

IMPACT

Our kids
at work
in our
resource
centre

The Resource Centre is a
fresh new space where our
teachers and therapists are
using the latest tools and
technology to help our kids
gain skills in academics,
communication, and social
and life skills.
The Centre features books, story time and work areas, listening
and TV/DVD centres, a SMART Board, touch screen computers
and augmentative communication devices for non-verbal
children. Softened colours, minimal clutter and dimmable
lighting limit sensory overload. Bean bag chairs, floor cushions
and therapy balls offer support and proprioceptive feedback to
facilitate attention and engagement.
We are honoured to be a recipient of The Bridle Bash
Foundation's exceptional work in the community. How they
have enriched our school and our children's programming!
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From top:
Students enjoying the
books; boys playing
Kinect; Simona on
a touch screen
computer; Special Ed
teacher, Laurie,
and group working
with iPads

SUCCESS STORIES
Meet our students who are making the leap from Giant Steps

D

Domenic

C

Christopher

Poised to enter high school in the fall, 13 year‐old Domenic’s progress
was evident when he spoke to a standing ovation at our Circle of
Friends dinner dance in April, and delivered the following speech at his
graduation this June:

“

Good afternoon, my name
is Domenic. I want to tell you a bit about
my 4 wonderful years at Giant Steps. Giant
Steps helped me be the person I am today.
I have learned so many things at
Giant Steps, I learned having an education
is important. Albert Einstein once said
everyone is a genius in their own way. I
have learned many life skills that will help
me one day to live independently.
Along the way, I made friends with
special people. They say a friend is someone who understands your past,
believes in your future and accepts you today just the way you are. I will
always treasure my friendship with Chris because we talk about game
shows, Kyle because we played games together and Michael because we
spent every recess making movies together.
I will miss Colleen because she gave us great opportunities in the
school, Dan because he helped me in my not so great moments, Stacey
because she pushed me to learn new things. I will especially miss Mrs.
Hutton because she always encouraged me to be the best I can be!
I want to thank my family for always loving and being there for
me! To my Nonno, a big thank you for being my best friend and
supporting me always, I love you!

AAlessio

After 4 years at Giant Steps, 8 year‐old Alessio is graduating to a regular
Grade 3 class in his neighbourhood school. A self‐confident little boy, he
braved the crowd at our Open House in May, thanking Marnie Salsky of
The Bridle Bash Foundation for our new resource centre ‐ “a really cool
place to have fun and learn!”.
His mom Patricia has much to say on
Alessio’s progress at Giant Steps:

“

At age 12, Christopher leaves
Giant Steps with strong math
and computer skills. He has
made great gains in daily living
skills and conquered the rock
wall, cargo net and team swing
in our climbing centre. We will
miss his vast knowledge of
game show trivia and his
outstanding ability to recall
dates!

N

Nikta

After 2 years at Giant
Steps, 14 year‐old Nikta
moves on to high school
with some wonderful new
skills ‐‐‐ she now uses an
iPad for communication
and gaming, rides a 2‐
wheel bicycle, has made
significant academic gains
and gained interest in socializing with her peers. We
will miss her infectious smile!

S

Sam

8 year‐old Sam has made
great gains in literacy
skills in his 2 years at
Giant Steps, now reading
with
meaning
and
managing his own money
to purchase his favourite
fire trucks. Our therapists
have worked hard on
finding solutions for his severely limited diet and he
has made tremendous progress in this area. We
wish he and his family well as they move north.

We are so proud that this fall
Alessio will be a full‐time student at our
local school. Thanks to Giant Steps’ academic and therapy programs, Alessio is now able to
communicate and have meaningful social interactions, is learning at an age‐appropriate level and
is coping with the sensory challenges that affect him every day. It is a bittersweet moment having
Alessio graduate ‐ we are so pleased with the tremendous gains he’s made and that he has
established some lifelong friendships with the kids at Giant Steps, but we are also sad that his
experience at such a unique, evolving and thriving learning environment has come to an end.
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE

A

ll of us at Giant Steps are grateful for the
generosity of these major gift donors and
the special impact they have had on our kids’
progress this year.

DidYouKnow...?

KBSH Spirit Foundation
$20,000 for iPads
With new iPads and iAdaptor cases, communication
software and funding for staff training, a whole
world of learning and communication is at our
students’ fingertips.

TD Securities Underwriting
Hope Charity Auction
$25,000 for speech therapy
Sp eech an d
commun ication
challenges are a hallmark of autism; our Speech & Language
program gives our kids a voice, providing hands‐on therapy and
support to our students and staff.

Unity for Autism
$25,000 for music therapy
Music is a special area of interest for many
individuals with autism; through music therapy, our kids enjoy
unique avenues for self‐expression, relaxation, recreation
and learning.

The Masonic Foundation of Ontario
$64,000 for therapy, resources and
technology
Our largest gift in 2011‐12 for hands‐on therapies
and the latest assessment tools, resources and
technology, including SMART Boards and iPad 2’s. Due to the
Foundation’s exceptional generosity, our centre abounds with
new opportunities for growth and development for our kids!

Giant Steps has a
new website!
Learn more about us at
giantstepstoronto.ca

The U.S. Centers for Disease and
Prevention reported in March that autism is
almost twice as prevalent now as it was a
decade ago.

As many as 1 in 88 children now have autism,
and the disorder is almost 5 times as common
in boys; 1 in 54 boys are affected.
Check out cdc.gov/features/CountingAutism
to learn more.

Walk, run, donate!
Sunday October 14
Giant Steps' team will
once again hit the
pavement, participating
in the full and half
marathons and the
5 km run/walk at the
Scotiabank
Group
Charity Challenge.
Join us and be a part of
the event that is critical
to funding our kids’
therapy programs.

Visit the Events page at
giantstepstoronto.ca for details
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Appreciating our donors
OUR DONORS OF $500 & MORE ‐ FROM AUGUST 2011
2 Ship Solutions Inc.
AMD Canada

Ann Leibel
The Lev Family

AMD Foundation
AMJ Recycling Inc.

Pamela Liegler
Anna & Lidio Mancuso

Artists for ASD
Tony Arrell
Aurora Home Hardware

Mane Society‐Vaughan Salon
Maple Leaf Sports and Entertainment
Mariani Metal Fabricators Limited

Axxess Logistics/864884 Ontario Inc.
The BBQ Gourmet
Bell Canada

Stephen Marsh
Mastermind
The Medicine Shoppe

Bioprint Team
Blair Building Materials Inc.

Shahram & Fereshteh Mirbagheri
North American Produce Buyers Ltd.

Douglas Cannon
Cardell Design Inc.
Stephanie & Kenneth Chau

North Rock Group Ltd.
Michel Paradis & Arlene Kern
Plan B Promotions Inc.‐Vaughan Chocolate Ball

Rose Cheung Atkinson
Clearway Construction Inc.

Daniele Ponzi
Gianfranco & Gianna Ponzi

Bernard & Jolene Conti
William Crothers
Deloitte & Touche Foundation Canada

John Proctor
Progressive Anodizers Inc.
Lexon Projects

Sandra Delzotto
Digitek Computer Products
Done Rite Plaza Maintenance & Sons Ltd.

Quillsoft Ltd.
R&G Tool and Die Limited
Radiant Jewellers

Epson Canada Limited
Flemingdon Park Golf Club

Mary & Michael Rolland
Samuel, Son & Co., Limited

Yves Gadler & Deidre Lam
Genworth Financial Canada
George Klein Creations

Craig and Beverley Scott
Scott‐Woods Transport
The Shayam Kaushal Charitable Foundation

The George Lunan Foundation
Halton Crushed Stone Limited

Ellen Shek
TACC Construction Ltd.

Alan Hill
Intercity Realty Inc., Brokerage
International Fixture Installations

Toronto Redi‐Mix
Tridica Holdings Inc.
Asher Twards

Jack and Anne Mollenhauer Family Foundation
at the Toronto Community Foundation

The W. Garfield Weston Foundation
Diane Wan
Celeste Yu
Robert Zanetti

KRG Children's Charitable Foundation
Peggie Lam

OUR MAJOR GIFT DONORS

Capital Drywall Systems

The J.P. Bickell Foundation
The Lloyd Carr-Harris
Foundation

Memme Construction
Paul B. Helliwell Foundation

www.giantstepstoronto.ca
Giant Steps Toronto/York Region
35 Flowervale Road, Thornhill, Ontario, Canada L3T 4J3
Phone: 905.881.3104 Fax: 905.881.4592 info@giantstepstoronto.ca
Donations can be made by cheque, VISA, Mastercard or at
www.CanadaHelps.org
Charitable # 89836 2579 RR0001
Please contact us to receive this newsletter and other correspondence electronically.
SERVING

CHILDREN WITH AUTISM,
AFFILIATED WITH THE

GIANT STEPS IS A SCHOOL & THERAPY
YORK REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD

CENTRE

